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oft/Windows/INetCache/Content.Outlook/P8ODOQCI/Test2_summer2020%20(003).pdf E Fit to page For full or partial credit, show your work. Each problem is worth 10 points ( maximum). Make sure to have the proper units in the final answer. 1-A puck with mass 0.140 kg moving on a frictionless air puck table at 1.2 m/s strikes a second puck with mass 0.170 kg moving in the opposite direction with speed 2.0 m/s. If the collision is elastic, what are the speeds of the pucks after they collide? 2 - In a baseball practice, a player hits the ball when it is at rest. The bat exerts a force of 640 N on the ball for 8.00 ms, giving it a final velocity of 130 km/h. Using these data to find the mass of the ball. 3 - A 170-kg merry-go-round of radius 2.10 m is rotated by pulling a rope that is wrapped around its edge. What is the magnitude of the force (assume it to be constant) on the rope needed to bring the merry-go-round from rest to an angular speed of 0.400 rev/s in 3.00 s? (The moment of inertia of merry-go-round is 1/2MR²). 4 – Consider a person who is sitting on a frictionless rotating stool. The person initially has his arms outstretched and is rotating with an angular speed of 5.0 rad/s. He then pulls his arms close to his body, thus reducing his moment of inertia to 80% of the initial one. What is his final angular speed? 5 – A tank of depth 3.5 m is filled with fresh water (density=1000 kg/m³). (a) What is the pressure at the bottom of the tank? (b) If the same tank is filled with salted water instead, the pressure at the bottom increases by 6.0 x 10ʻ Pa. Find density of the salt water. 6 - An object fully immersed in water has an apparent weight of 7.0 N. Its weight in air is 28 N. Find the density of the object. (density of water is 1000 kg/m³) Id Ps Ai W
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Chapter Questions

Section: Chapter Questions




Problem  1EA: Give three important “laws” that characterize frictional interactions between two Solids sliding...
Problem  2EA: Describe the adhesion model of friction.
Problem  1MA 
Problem  1PIP: Name a key invention that Newton contributed to optics that astronomers continue to exploit today.
Problem  2PIP: What important mathematical “tool” did Newton develop that made possible many of his discoveries in...
Problem  1MIO: Reread Section 2.7 on the law of universal gravitation and make a list of concepts and examples that...
Problem  2MIO: In this chapter, you've encountered a large number of concepts it related to forces and motion....
Problem  1Q: (Indicates a review question. which means it requires only a basic understanding of the material to...
Problem  2Q 
Problem  3Q: (Indicates a review question, which means it requires only a basic understanding of the material to...
Problem  4Q: (Indicates a review question. which means it requires only a basic understanding of the material to...
Problem  5Q 
Problem  6Q: (Indicates a review question. which means it requires only a basic understanding of the material to...
Problem  7Q: (Indicates a review question, which means it requires only a basic understanding of the material to...
Problem  8Q: (Indicates a review question. which means it requires only a basic understanding of the material to...
Problem  9Q: (Indicates a review question, which means it requires only a basic understanding of the material to...
Problem  10Q: (Indicates a review question. which means it requires only a basic understanding of the material to...
Problem  11Q: (Indicates a review question, which means it requires only a basic understanding of the material to...
Problem  12Q: (Indicates a review question. which means it requires only a basic understanding of the material to...
Problem  13Q: (Indicates a review question, which means it requires only a basic understanding of the material to...
Problem  14Q 
Problem  15Q 
Problem  16Q 
Problem  17Q: (Indicates a review question. which means it requires only a basic understanding of the material to...
Problem  18Q 
Problem  19Q 
Problem  20Q 
Problem  21Q: (Indicates a review question. which means it requires only a basic understanding of the material to...
Problem  22Q: (Indicates a review question, which means it requires only a basic understanding of the material to...
Problem  23Q: (Indicates a review question. which means it requires only a basic understanding of the material to...
Problem  24Q: (Indicates a review question, which means it requires only a basic understanding of the material to...
Problem  25Q 
Problem  26Q 
Problem  27Q 
Problem  28Q: (Indicates a review question, which means it requires only a basic understanding of the material to...
Problem  29Q 
Problem  30Q: (Indicates a review question. which means it requires only a basic understanding of the material to...
Problem  31Q: (Indicates a review question, which means it requires only a basic understanding of the material to...
Problem  32Q: (Indicates a review question, which means it requires only a basic understanding of the material to...
Problem  33Q: (Indicates a review question, which means it requires only a basic understanding of the material to...
Problem  34Q: (Indicates a review question, which means it requires only a basic understanding of the material to...
Problem  1P: Express your weight in newtons. From this determine your mass in kilograms.
Problem  2P: A child weighs 300 N. What is the child’s mass in kilograms? In slugs?
Problem  3P: Suppose au airline allows a maximum of 30 kg for each suitcase a passenger brings along. (a) What is...
Problem  4P: The mass of a certain elephant is 1,130 kg. (a) Find its elephant’s weight in newtons. (b) Find its...
Problem  5P: The mass of a subway car and passenger is 40,000 kg. If its acceleration as it leaves a station is...
Problem  6P: A motorcycle and rider have a total mass equal to 300 kg. The rider applies the brakes, causing the...
Problem  7P: As a 2-kg ball rolls down a ramp, the net force on it is 10 N. What is the acceleration?
Problem  8P: In an experiment performed in a space station, a force of 60 N cause an object to have an...
Problem  9P: The engines in a supertanker carrying crude oil produce a net force of 20,000,000 N on the ship. If...
Problem  10P: . The Kingda Ka roller coaster in New Jersey is the world’s tallest ride of its kind. As the...
Problem  11P: . A person stands on a scale inside an elevator at rest (Figure 2.54). The scale reads 800 N. (a)...
Problem  12P: . A jet aircraft with a mass of 4,500 kg has an engine that exerts a force (thrust) equal to 60,000...
Problem  13P: . At the end of Section 1.4, we mentioned that the maximum acceleration of a fist during a...
Problem  14P: . A sprinter with a mass of 80 kg accelerates uniformly from 0 m/s to 9 m/s in 3 s. (a) What is the...
Problem  15P: . As a baseball is being caught, its speed goes from 30 to 0 m/s in about 0.005 s. Its mass is 0.145...
Problem  16P: . On aircraft carriers, catapults are used to accelerate jet aircraft to flight speeds in a short...
Problem  17P: . At the end of an amusement park ride, it is desirable to bring a gondola to a stop without having...
Problem  18P: . An airplane is built to withstand a maximum acceleration of 6 g. If its mass is 1,200 kg, what...
Problem  19P: . Under certain conditions, the human body can safely withstand an acceleration of 10 g. (a) What...
Problem  20P: . A race car rounds a curve at 60 m/s. The radius of the curve is 400 m, and the car’s mass is 600...
Problem  21P: . A hang glider and its pilot have a total mass equal to 120 kg. While executing a 360° turn, the...
Problem  22P: . A 0.1-kg ball is attached to a string and whirled around in a circle overhead. The string breaks...
Problem  23P: On a highway curve with radius 50 m, the maximum force of static friction (centripetal force) that...
Problem  24P: . A centripetal force of 200 N acts on a 1,000-kg satellite moving with a speed of 5,000 m/s in a...
Problem  25P: . As a spacecraft approaches a planet, the rocket engines on it are fired (turned on) to slow it...
Problem  26P: . A space probe is launched from Earth headed for deep space. At a distance of 10,000 miles from...
Problem  27P: . A hand exerciser utilizes a coiled spring. A force of 89.0 N is required to compress the spring by...
Problem  28P: . A mass of 0.75 kg is attached to a relaxed spring with k = 2.5 N/m. The mass rests on a...
Problem  1C: The force on a baseball as with a bat can be more than 8,000 lb. No human can push on a bat with...
Problem  2C: Two forces, one equal to 15 N and another equal to 40 N, act on a 50-kg crate resting on a...
Problem  3C: Why does banking a curve on a highway allow a vehicle to successfully negotiate the turn at a higher...
Problem  4C: As a horse and wagon are accelerating From rest, the horse exerts a force of 400 N on the wagon...
Problem  5C 
Problem  6C: Perhaps you’ve noticed that the rockets used to put satellites and spacecraft into orbit are usually...
Problem  7C 
Problem  8C 
Problem  9C 
Problem  10C 

Problem 27Q 
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Q: stationary 6.0 kg object blows apart into 3 pieces. The 3 pieces move away from each other on a…
A: mass of stationary object (M) = 6 kg mass of first piece (m1) = 2 kgmass of second piece (m2) = 1 kg…

Q: A 120 N force displaces a load with a
velocity of 15 m/s^2 in 180 s. How much
work is done upon the…
A: Given :
F = 120 N
a = 15 m/s2
t = 180 s
θ = 0° because both force and displacement are along East…

Q: A solar racing car* typically has a power of about 1.2 kW (1.2 kilowatts). What is this in…
A: 

Q: An ideal spring stores potential energy Uo when it is
compressed a distance xo from its uncompressed…
A: The potential energy stored in an ideal spring is denoted by U0  when the compression in the spring…

Q: 23. A 35.0-cm long spring is hung vertically from a ceiling and stretches to 41.5 cm when a 7.50-kg…
A: 

Q: 6. A car leaves point A and drives at 60
kmhr [60° W of N]. The car then heads
north at 80 km/hr…
A: 

Q: Exploration 3.1.a: A block is pulled at constant speed a distance of 2.50m with a 4.5N horizontal…
A: To determine:
3.1 a.: Work done by the pulling force.
3.1 b: Work done by the frictional force.
3.1…

Q: In the arrangement of the figure, billiard ball 1 moving at a speed of 4.2 m/s undergoes a glancing…
A: 

Q: A 124-kg object accelerated from 22 m/s to 24 m/s as it is pushed along the ground. How much work is…
A: mass, m=124 kgvi=22 msv2=24 ms

Q: Where would the ball have the greatest kinetic energy? Explain.
Imagine a ball on a track where no…
A: The ball starts from rest at the top of some track.There is no energy transfer between the ball and…

Q: Hello, I am still confused on the second part of this question, how you find the rate of energy…
A: 

Q: 11.0 m Cliff
22.5 m/s
A: 

Q: Using mathematical equations express the relationship of the following then describe their…
A: (1)Force and acceleration
Using Newton's law
        Force,    F = ma
Where, m - mass
             a…

Q: Directions: Figure out the words that will complete the answer to the questions below.
1. What…
A: 

Q: The formula for kinetic energy is KE = 2 m• v². In this formula, KE stands for kinetic energy (in…
A: 

Q: 2 Your answer is partially correct. Try again.
A proton (mass m = 1.67 x 1027 kg) is being…
A: 

Q: Block 1, of mass m1 = 2.30 kg , moves along a frictionless air track with speed
v1 = 25.0 m/s . It…
A: Given,

Q: Use the worked example above to help you solve this problem. A rocket has a total mass of 1.04 x 105…
A: We’ll answer the first three subparts of the question since the exact one wasn’t specified. Please…

Q: 13. On which object is the greater work done?
greater work done on
14. Which object will have larger…
A: (a)
The work done is equal to,
W=Fx=max
the acceleration and distance or displacement along the…

Q: Please explain briefly answering all the questions. A ball of mass 1kg and a 50 mg piece of paper…
A: Both ball reach the ground at a same time because the ball which have larger mass (hence larger…

Q: Show the fbd/figure, given and formula used. What average horsepower is developed by an 80 kg man…
A: given : mass of man (m) = 80 kg time taken (t) = 10 seconds height (h) of the stairs = 6 m Formula…

Q: A physics student catches a 60 gram egg thrown at her. The egg is traveling at 25 m/s just before…
A: 

Q: Use 3 - 5 complete sentences to describe an example of energy changing back and forth between…
A: Example is given below.

Q: I have no idea what to wright I need help the vocab terms we are suppose to use are, power,…
A: To determine,The terms  power, efficiency, scientific work, friction, simple machine, and force.

Q: Define Elastic Energy And Give Some Examples Of It
A: Elastic potential energy can be defined as the energy that is stored when an external force is…

Q: physics student spends part of her day walking between classes or for recreation, during which time…
A: 

Q: Express your answers without rounding off and without scientific notation unless indicated…
A: Dear student
At the maximum height the velocity of ball will become zero. So the initial kinetic…

Q: please show work how long would it take for a net Upward force of 100 N to increase the speed of a…
A: given :
F=100 N
Mass=m=50 kg
u=100 m/s
v=150 m/s

Q: Agent Arlene devised the following method of
measuring the muzzle velocity of a rifle (the figure…
A: Let the speed of the bullet be u1
Given that,
Mass of the bullet (m1)= 7.87× 10-³ kg
Mass of wooden…

Q: A student of mass 40 kg dives from the 25 meter platform into the pool below.

A. Determine the Ug…
A: Since you have posted a question with a multiple sub parts, we will solve first three sub - parts…

Q: A baseball has a mass of 145 g. When initially hit, it has a kinetic energy of 420 J. What is the…
A: Given data: 
Mass (m) = 145 g = 0.145 kg
Kinetic energy (KE) = 420 J
Required:
Velocity (v)

Q: A 22-g bullet traveling 240 m/s penetrates a 2.0-kg block of wood and emerges going 150 m/s. If the…
A: 

Q: Kinetic Energy is: KE = mv, where KE = kinetic energy, m =mass,
and v =velocity. What is the kinetic…
A: Given that --

mass (m)= 1,071 kg
speed (v) = 19 m/s

Question ?
Kinetic Energy ?

Q: An advid skateboarder, starting from rest, with a mass of 30 kg ends up with a final velocity of 7…
A: Given data:
Mass m = 30 kg
Final velocity vf = 7 m/s
Work = 360 J
Need to calculate the initial…

Q: 4. Shawn was driving his car too fast. He
was moving with a kinetic energy of 677,000
J. The mass of…
A: 

Q: Patrick is good runner that can sustain a speed of 15.5 m/s. He went to Laguna Lake and sat on a…
A: Let mass of patrick = M Let mass of log = m = 250 kg Initial velocity of patrick (u) = 0 m/sFinal…

Q: This is energy efficiency and the impulse momentum theorem. Can someone please show me how to…
A: 

Q: O Show My Work (Optional) ?
Previous Answers
SERCP11 4.2.P.015.
A My Notes
Ask Your Teacher V
After…
A: The force is given by the rate of change of momentum.

Q: Use the velocity-time graph shown below to calculate the average acceleration of the car for the…
A: 

Q: Dotenmne the volocity of the 63-Ib block A if the two blocks are releasod from fest and the 26 1b…
A: The figure shows the free body diagram for block A is,

Q: A) You are pushing a 10000.0 g box of dishes across the kitchen floor at a rate of 4.0 m/sec. What…
A: Momentum of an object at an instant is the product of its mass and instantaneous velocity. Momentum…

Q: A toy rocket with a mass of 399 grams is launched into the air using a spring. At position A in the…
A: We know that the let the rocket has a mass m and launched into the air using the spring, at the…

Q: Please answer the question and its subquestions entirely! This is one question with two…
A: 1. Given data:
Mass, m=0.15 kg
Initial velocity, vi=40 m/s
Final velocity, vf=-50 m/s
Time interval,…

Q: What are the different forms of energy?
A: Note: According to the guidelines only one question out of any number of questions can be solved.…

Q: An 85-g arrow is fired from a bow whose string exerts an average force of 105 N on the arrow over a…
A: 

Q: Solve what are asked for in the following problems. Show complete solutions by
showing the…
A: 

Q: . A ball of mass m, is stationary when a ball of mass 2m collides with it travelling with a speed of…
A: 
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E Fit to page
For full or partial credit, show your work. Each problem is worth 10 points (
maximum). Make sure to have the proper units in the final answer.
1-A puck with mass 0.140 kg moving on a frictionless air puck table at 1.2 m/s strikes a second
puck with mass 0.170 kg moving in the opposite direction with speed 2.0 m/s. If the collision is
elastic, what are the speeds of the pucks after they collide?
2 - In a baseball practice, a player hits the ball when it is at rest. The bat exerts a force of 640 N
on the ball for 8.00 ms, giving it a final velocity of 130 km/h. Using these data to find the mass of
the ball.
3 - A 170-kg merry-go-round of radius 2.10 m is rotated by pulling a rope that is
wrapped around its edge. What is the magnitude of the force (assume it to be constant) on
the rope needed to bring the merry-go-round from rest to an angular speed of 0.400 rev/s
in 3.00 s? (The moment of inertia of merry-go-round is 1/2MR²).
4 – Consider a person who is sitting on a frictionless rotating stool. The person initially
has his arms outstretched and is rotating with an angular speed of 5.0 rad/s. He then pulls
his arms close to his body, thus reducing his moment of inertia to 80% of the initial one.
What is his final angular speed?
5 – A tank of depth 3.5 m is filled with fresh water (density=1000 kg/m³). (a) What is the
pressure at the bottom of the tank? (b) If the same tank is filled with salted water instead,
the
pressure at the bottom increases by 6.0 x 10ʻ Pa. Find density of the salt water.
6 - An object fully immersed in water has an apparent weight of 7.0 N. Its weight in air is
28 N. Find the density of the object. (density of water is 1000 kg/m³)
Id
Ps Ai
W
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This question has been solved!
Explore an expertly crafted, step-by-step solution for a thorough understanding of key concepts.
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Step by step
Solved in 2 steps
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Learn more about Estimate of calculation
Need a deep-dive on the concept behind this application? Look no further. Learn more about this topic, physics and related others by exploring similar questions and additional content below.


Similar questions


	(Indicates a review question. which means it requires only a basic understanding of the material to answer. Questions without this designation typically require integrating or extending the concepts presented thus far.) . An extreme roller coaster is moving along its track. During a brief period the track exerts a downward force on the cars. Describe what is happening. (What is the shape of the track at this point?)




A spring-loaded toy gun can shoot a foam bullet 4.6 m straight up into the air when the spring is fully compressed. Another bullet is shot, but this time the spring was only half-compressed when the trigger was pulled. How high up would the second bullet go, in metres? Be clear and show all your work. (handwritten answer)




Hi, thanks for this answer! Quick question - What formula is (Initial Velocity^2 *sin2Theta / g) from?






	ONLY question 2 b)
so what I would like you to do is read the questions and  read the feedback and fix my answers thats all 
 
here is the question : 
 
Here is the feedback : 
You still did not take into consideration that the combined masses are moving when the spring is compressed. Find speed of combined mass at maximum compression using Momentum equation PTI = PTF and then use Energy Equations to solve for the spring constant.  Ek1 + Ek2 = EkT + EE  Where EE is the elastic energy stored in the spring. Then use EE = 0.5kx2 to solve for k
here is my answer : fix it correctly and give me the final answer :




(Indicates a review question, which means it requires only a basic understanding of the material to answer. Questions without this designation typically require integrating or extending the concepts presented thus far.) 9. When climbing a flight of stairs, do you do work on the stairs? Do the stairs do work on you?




can you please solve number 7 part f,g showing step by step on a picture.
Show all your work and explain step by step on a PICTURE PLEASE.
JUST POST A PICTURE OF YOUR WORK, DONT TYPE IT!






	Hi, please show full solutions and also explain how you get the answers in physics terms so it's understandable. The correct final answers are written beside too. Thank you.
13. A ball of mass m, is stationary when a ball of mass 2m collides with it travelling with a speed of v. If the collision between the 2 balls is completely inelastic, show that the final velocity of the balls is 2/3 v.




Pls help ASAP. Pls show all work and provide diagrams and final units of the answers.




Number 8 part a and b show all work






	A sheep has a mass of 90 kg and stands at the edge of a cliff while looking down. If the sheep has 24,500 J of potential energy due to its position on the cliff, what is the cliff’s height?
 Be sure to show your work and include units!
Use the formula GPE = mgh where g = 9.81 m/s2




Final answer was 2.65 m/s^2 but I need the work please. I’m not sure how to solve it.




Hello, I am still confused on the second part of this question, how you find the rate of energy transfer by inserting what T is into one of the initial equations:
P1 = k1A (T - Tc / L1)Could you show the worked out procedure as you did for finding T please?
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